Utility of 3D printing of left atrial appendages for closure with Watchman Devices and comparison of computed tomography and transesophageal echocardiography based models
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Abstract

Three-dimensional (3D) printed cardiac models are useful for WATCHMAN device procedural planning, sizing, and complication reduction. These models also provide accurate representation of dynamic heart anatomy, helping practitioners determine their procedural approach and select proper device sizing. While the advantages of 3D models obtained from computed tomography (CT) and transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) over 2D TEE imaging for WATCHMAN procedural planning has been demonstrated, this project aims to directly compare 3D CT models and 3D TEE models to determine which model provides more useful information. We used CT and TEE 2D imaging studies from patients who underwent left atrial appendage (LAA) WATCHMAN closure device implantation as templates for 3D cardiac models. These 3D models were scored using a 10-point Likert questionnaire by a diverse team that included cardiologists, research specialists, medical students, and 3D printing technicians. Three-dimensional models developed from CT scans demonstrated better value than TEE 3D models by all qualitative measures. Scoring indicates that CT based 3D models are superior tools for WATCHMAN sizing, multilevel medical education, and physician preparation. To our knowledge, this is the only study that compares 3D models crafted from each imaging modality, and we suggest that future use of 3D modeling techniques should be based on CT scans.
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Introduction

The creation of three-dimensional (3D) organ models, specifically of the heart and associated pathologies, has resulted in multiple educational and clinical applications. For example, 3D cardiac models have been used in both undergraduate and resident medical education. One comparative study reported improved learning and experience outcomes in undergraduate medical students regarding heart anatomy and congenital heart disease when 3D printed models were used.1 In addition, residents have demonstrated an increase in clinical skill using 3D models for learning and have shown an increased ability in describing and communicating treatment plans to patients and their own teams.2,3 The use of 3D cardiac models for describing care to patients has also been helpful in
obtaining informed patient consent. Due to the complexity and variability of an individual’s heart and associated vessels, 3D printed models acquired from imaging data points have allowed physicians to better plan and prepare for complex procedures.

The use of 3D printed cardiac models has improved the planning and practicing for intricate procedures, such as the WATCHMAN (Boston Scientific Left Atrial Appendage Closure Implant) implantation, which is the focus of this study. The interventionist must deploy properly sized WATCHMAN devices to decrease the risk of surgical complications, including pericardial effusions, appendage wall perforations, and device-related thrombus. Three-dimensional printing can better present the anatomy to the clinician when planning a surgery or procedure. In addition, current cardiovascular surgical training is mostly opportunity based, which limits uniform exposure of the trainees to various procedures. Therefore, 3D cardiac models have an increasingly significant role in preparing medical students, residents, and fellows for these intricate procedures through practicing on varying pathological presentations.

Three-dimensional models obtained from computed tomography (CT) and transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) data points have had their utility compared to traditional imaging methods for left atrial appendage (LAA) WATCHMAN closure device implantation. Three-dimensional printed heart models produced from CT imaging data points have an increased rate of correct device sizing prediction and implantation compared to TEE imaging. Transesophageal echocardiography images of LAA have also been translated into 3D models and have decreased procedure times, deployment attempts, device resizing, complications, risk of stroke, and peridevice leakage and increased the overall success rate compared to devices implanted using only TEE guided imaging. Although 3D models created from CT scans must include radiation exposure, procedural planning of WATCHMAN implantation using these models in comparison to TEE image guided planning has improved procedure performance and occluder accuracy, decreasing the exchange of devices and catheters, thus creating simpler and safer cases. While both 3D models of CT and TEE data points have been compared to traditional TEE image guided procedure planning, there is limited literature comparing 3D printed CT models with 3D printed TEE models in LAA WATCHMAN device planning.

Given the relative novelty of 3D modeling in preoperative LAA occlusion, the current clinical studies have two main goals. First, there is a need for larger cohort studies to validate the available results showing significantly improved work efficiency and outcomes in LAA WATCHMAN occlusion procedures using 3D modeling. Second, there should be direct comparison of the prediction of WATCHMAN device size with the different image acquisition approaches. The specific aim of our study is to compare 3D TEE models and 3D CT models to determine which method provides superior modeling. Our hypothesis is that 3D CT images will provide a more accurate model since 2D measurements have been close to exact measurements taken in vivo during procedures.

**Methods**

**Study Design**

A retrospective study of patients was completed using pre-procedural imaging. Our subjects included men and women treated at our hospital (University Medical Center, Lubbock, Texas) between 2017 and 2019. Five patients were selected who had simultaneously undergone CT and TEE prior to the procedure. This criterion was used to rule out time related bias in the images and assure equal hemodynamics during image acquisition for both imaging modalities. All five patients were adequately hydrated prior to the imaging studies and procedure. The patients selected had atrial fibrillation, were previously on anticoagulation therapy, and were considered appropriate candidates for LAA WATCHMAN closure device implantation. The anatomy in the WATCHMAN procedure involves both complexity and individuality, and a complete understanding of the morphology, structure, and size of the LAA is required before the operation. Given the intricacy, LAA occlusion was considered a good procedure on which to base our comparison of 3D print models. Using 2D images from each of the five patients’ CT and TEE scans, 3D cardiac models were printed post-procedurally. The 3D CT and 3D TEE models were then compared using qualitative analysis based on a 10-point Likert questionnaire to determine which provided better information. The Likert
questionnaire included questions involving the potential impact 3D printed models could have on medical education, patient understanding, and physician pre-operative planning. Seven volunteers from our institution with varying backgrounds participated in the study. Each volunteer was given the opportunity to examine the 3D CT and 3D TEE models with two copies of the questionnaire to evaluate both models simultaneously. Participants included an interventional/structural cardiologist, a cardiologist specializing in cardiac imaging, a cardiology fellow, a cardiovascular cardiology research coordinator, two medical students, and a 3D printer technician with a background in art history and sculpture. All professionals had more than 3 years’ experience in their fields. The two medical students underwent specific training before evaluating the models.

**Image Acquisition, Processing, and Printing**

Computed tomography and TEE images were imported into an open source editing and segmentation software (3D Slicer version 4.10.2; www.slicer.org) program. The software generated a geometric surface mesh model (Figure 1) that underwent noise filtration prior to printing. The digital models were exported as low force stereolithography files and printed using a 250 mW laser power optic engine printer (Formlabs Form 3; Somerville, MA) (Figure 2). A pliable media (Formlabs Durable Resin) was layered at a height of 100 microns to more closely resemble cardiac tissue (Figures 3 and 4).

**Results**

The 3D CT model was preferred over the 3D TEE models across all measured variables (Table). All models were printed and questionnaires were completed successfully. The total scores from the Likert Scale average of all 7 judges for the CT 3D model was 9.00, which was substantially greater than the 3D TEE models average of 2.16. On the question about size accuracy, the CT model scores averaged 8.81, and the TEE model
scores averaged 1.96. Regarding shape accuracy, CT models averaged 8.88; TEE models averaged 1.80. The overall educational quality average was 9.04 for CT models and 3.56 for TEE models. When judging ability to influence procedural planning, CT models averaged 9.08, and TEE models averaged 1.80. Averages for ability to size devices preoperatively were 9.04 for CT models and 1.48 for TEE models.

It was more challenging to convert images from echocardiography to 3D prints than CT images, and it took less time to print the CT based models than ultrasound based models. Printing CT based 3D models required 20 ± 4 hours; printing ultrasound based models required 30 ± 5 hours.

Figure 2. Close up of a 3D printer with a print in progress. Arrow depicts a printed model prior to removal of excess material.

Figure 3. Top: TEE acquired image of left atrium. Bottom: 3D TEE printed model.

Figure 4. Top: Multiple prototype 3D CT models of varying scale and materials. Bottom: A final 3D CT model used for qualitative assessment.
DISCUSSION

This retrospective study compares 3D printed models obtained from CT and TEE imaging for patients with an LAA who met the inclusion criteria to determine the preferred method for WATCHMAN device procedural planning, anatomy presentation, and medical education. Judges were recruited whose expertise in cardiology, imaging, and artistry helped determine that the 3D CT LAA model provided a more accurate depiction of heart anatomy and better approximation of WATCHMAN device sizing and implantation than the 3D TEE model. While previous studies have demonstrated the efficacy of 3D models over standard imaging approaches, this project aimed to determine which 3D print would provide more accurate measurements: CT vs TEE. Since CT scans have better image acquisition, this project's hypothesis was that the 3D CT model would provide more information than the 3D TEE model.

Three-dimensional printed cardiovascular models have important clinical and educational benefits, including more efficient planning of procedures, more accurate depiction of heart anatomy and vasculature dynamics for educational purposes, and opportunities to practice interventions with different pathologies. Previous studies have also compared the utility of 3D printed models to traditional TEE imaging for LAA for WATCHMAN device sizing and insertion and have demonstrated that both TEE and CT acquired 3D models provide more accurate procedural planning and device sizing than the 2D image. Based on the scores provided by the project's judges, a 3D CT model provides a more accurate depiction of heart anatomy for pre-procedural planning, patient education, and medical education. However, it was hoped that the 3D TEE would have comparable results due to the decreased cost of imaging and absence of radiation exposure compared to CT scans. Nonetheless, the 3D CT prints had higher scores across all categories of evaluation and was therefore considered more informative.

There are important advantages and disadvantages with CT 3D models. Computed tomography scans have increased cost and require significant radiation exposure, which may be undesirable in some patients. Computed tomography imaging also requires the administration of contrast which limits its use in older patients with poor renal function. However, the detailed image and models produced from CT scans provide more information about dynamic heart anatomy, improve procedure planning, and have more utility in medical education. It is also important to note the CT acquisition possesses less risk for complications, especially in patients with a risk for or a history of esophageal varices.

There are also advantages and disadvantages with TEE 3D models. One major drawback to TEE based 3D models compared to those from CT scans is the compromised image and model detail. When comparing the two modalities, TEE 3D models are not as useful in understanding the heart anatomy, procedure planning, or in medical education. However, in situations in which exposure to radiation from CT scans may not be appropriate, TEE based models may be suitable. Transesophageal echocardiography 3D models also have advantages in portability,
accessibility at most healthcare centers, high temporal resolution, and no radiation exposure.9

LIMITATIONS

Our study results were entirely qualitative, and no quantitative data were collected. We used a small group of healthcare professionals to evaluate the models. In future studies, we recommend comparing 3D CT and 3D TEE images with quantitative measures to remove any possibility of bias. If a repeat qualitative study is performed, we recommend a larger group of evaluators. Additionally, we recommend including an analysis of patient complications with and without 3D models.

CONCLUSION

The 3D models obtained from CT scans were better than the 3D models obtained from TEE for depicting LAA anatomy and WATCHMAN device sizing. By recruiting expert judges with applicable professional backgrounds, the utility of both types of 3D models was determined through Likert scale assessments.
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